VOLUNTEER

COLLECTIONS TEAM

NORMAL VOLUNTEERING HOURS: 8 /8.30 A.M. - 4 /4.30 P.M.

Volunteering on the collections team means working alongside the collections team at all
times. This involves going our on the van to building sites and local businesses collecting
waste wood to either bring back to our yard or to a waste transfer station.
The work is physical and rewarding and involves going to a range of areas in the west
Yorkshire region as a van drivers mate. You will be given full Health and Safety training as
well as gaining experience ‘on the job’, learning from our staff.

WHAT YOUR ROLE WILL ENTAIL:
Duties include
Collecting timber from building sites and other organisations
Learning to identify reusable timber, taking the appropriate waste wood to waste
transfer stations
Delivering customer orders
Sorting and reusing wood waste from collections
Working to reduce the amount of wood that gets ‘chipped’ by supporting the key aims
of ‘reuse’ and ‘repurpose’ set out by the Leeds Wood Recycling ethos.
Preparing timber for sale at our premises, cutting, de-nailing, stacking in correct places.
Keeping the yard/ storage areas clean and tidy and in good order
Learning to use hand tools and some power tools
At all times you will be expected to
Help us to [provide a high standard of service to all our customers
Ensure that Health and Safety standards are maintained by yourself

WHAT WE OFFER
Money towards travel and lunch expenses
Work experience and references
CSCS Training/ card (3 months minimum volunteering)
Access to a range of training opportunities and certificates/ qualifications

If you want to be part of a great bunch of
people, care about recycling, like the idea
of one of the roles above and have time
you can commit to volunteering, get in
touch for a chat or to apply.
MINIMUM 4 HOURS COMMITMENT PER WEEK

MORE INFORMATION
07783 727334

leedswoodrecycling.community@gmail.com

